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Leaders Are Formed in Leading

Chapter III: 
Working



A crucible is, by definition, a transformative experience through which an 
individual comes to a new or an altered sense of identity.  

WARREN BENNIS AND ROBERT J. THOMAS 



Blacksmithing

Hewed for Transformation

• Leading in opposition hardens, shapes, tempers and forms the leader to stand the 
pounding of the task and the resistance of the rock 

• This violent process creates characteristics of resilience 

• We are shaped in the shop but forged in the furnace



Leadership Programs and Education

Hewed for Transformation

• Focused more on concepts than context 

• More on Principles than practice 

• More learning about leading than actually leading 

• When the concepts fail the context it leads to failure of nerve and failure of heart



Leadership formation is a hard and humbling, 
repetitive process of personal transformation.



The Fire of Liberation

The Crucible of Change

• The burden of success or failure  

• Moving from maintenance to changing and thriving 

• Moses Exodus 5:22-23 

• Leading is not about a title, authority, or position. 

• Leadership is about bringing change—in whatever role you occupy.



Our Call to Mission

The Crucible of Change

• Every time we step into a space where transformation is both required and resisted, we are 
leading. 

• Every time we step toward a challenge that requires that others step up with us, we are leading. 

• Every time we join with others in a cause that requires still more to join our cause, we are leading.  

• Every time we embrace conflict as a means to deepen understanding and strengthen connection, 
we are leading. 

• Every time we take responsibility for our actions and face the reality that others will shirk their 
responsibilities, we are leading. 

• Every time the change that is needed in the world requires us to change ourselves, we are leading.



If you are responsible for bringing change, and if 
that change requires people to change—and will 

require you to change—then you are leading.



Stress of the Work, Stress of Preparing for Work

• Intense heat, hammering and the tools add stress to the steal it is shaping 

• Stress when handled well makes a leader strong 

• Grounded Leader 

• Teachable 

• Attuned 

• Adaptable 

• Tenacious 

• Resilient



Once you have decided what will never change, 
you must be prepared to change everything else.


